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DOUBT'S DIALOGUE WITH HOPE

Doubt's dialogue with Hope emerges before us with two possible
approaches: 1) when doubt is filled with despair, and? 2) when doubt
is anticipating Hope.

I read a story about a donkey. The donkey belonged to a gardner
who gave it little to eat and much to do. The donkey could only hope
for a new master. One day the wish came true. He was sold to a potter.
But in a short time the donkey was to learn that he had even heavier
burdens to carry than before. Again he hoped for a new master. Eventu
ally he was released from the potter to a tanner. But in even less time
the donkey realized that he had fallen into an even worse situation than
his other two experiences. He could see that the trade of his third
owner wouldn't bode well for him. It lead him to exclaim, "Alas, wretch
that I am. For now I see that my present owner not only works me
harder while living, but will not even spare my hide when I am dead."

When doubt is filled with despair, it becomes an empty shell of a
life with no fuse. One has nothing to look forward to. Life literally
dissolves into a hand to mouth existance. The pictures our minds
conjure up probably include the mountain people of Appalachia, our own
street people of Milwaukee or the ghetto dwellers of New York's Harlem
or Los Angeles' Watts district. But they pale to the group known as
the Untouchables of India. It's this society of people who best capture
the essence of what I mean when I say "doubt filled with despair".

Doubt In Despair

When Gandhi lived in India, one-sixth of the population comprised
a group of people who seemed more animal than human. They lived in
dark, putrid slums, amid open sewers with swarming rats and every other
disease-bearing agent. You could tell these people by their dark color
and by their posture, for they cringed like beaten animals. The name
defined them - "UNTOUCHABLES".

If a Hindu of the upper caste system touched one, or touched a
drop of water one had polluted, he would begin an elaborate purification
process. An "untouchable" had to shrink from the path of a caste Hindu
to avoid casting a shadow and thus defiling him. Some parts of India
allowed "Untouchable" to leave their shacks only under cover of darkness.
There, they were known as the "Invisibles". Their jobs included sweep
ing the streets, cleaning the latrines and sewers. Those were acts
that a caste Hindu would never perform.

The most amazing fact about this kind of existence was that it
was^justified. Thousands of years before Gandhi, a Hindu ruler had
devised the caste system as a means of keeping the darker skinned Dravid-
ians in utter subjection to the ruling Aryans. The Hindu doctrine of
Karma gave a theological basis for the elaborate system of 5,000 subcastes.
And the lowest caste of all, the "Untouchables", could never hope to
protest their situation. There was no hope in the lives of this subcaste
group. There was nothing but despair.








